
CMT Journal Club - February 14, 2012 Andreas Wagner[1℄ Shneider U., Hakermuller L., Ronzheimer J.P., Will S., Braun S., Best T., Bloh I., Demler E., Mandt S., RashD., and Rosh A.Fermioni transport and out-of-equilibrium dynamis in a homogeneous hubbard model with ultraold atoms.Nature Physis advane online publiation (January 2012).Transport properties are among the de�ning harateristis of many important phases in ondensed-matter physis.In the presene of strong orrelations they are diÆult to predit, even for model systems suh as the Hubbard model.In real materials, additional ompliations arise owing to impurities, lattie defets or multi-band e�ets. Ultraoldatoms in ontrast o�er the possibility to study transport and out-of-equilibrium phenomena in a lean and well-ontrolled environment and an therefore at as a quantum simulator for ondensed-matter systems. Here we studiedthe expansion of an initially on�ned fermioni quantum gas in the lowest band of a homogeneous optial lattie.For non-interating atoms, we observe ballisti transport, but even small interations render the expansion almostbimodal, with a dramatially redued expansion veloity. The dynamis is independent of the sign of the interation,revealing a novel, dynami symmetry of the Hubbard model.[2℄ Rastelli G., Houzet M., Glazman L.I., and Pistolesi F.Interplay of magneto-elasti and polaroni e�ets in eletroni transport through suspended arbon-nanotubequantum dots.arXiv:1202.2344 (February 2012).We investigate the eletroni transport through a suspended arbon-nanotube quantum dot. In the presene of amagneti �eld perpendiular to the nanotube and a nearby metalli gate, two fores at on the eletrons: the Laplaeand the eletrostati fore. They both indue oupling between the eletrons and the mehanial transverse osillationmodes. We �nd that the di�erene between the two mehanisms appears in the otunneling urrent.[3℄ Yang C. and Han S.Generation of GHZ entangled states of photons in multiple avities via a superonuting qubit or an atomthrough resonant interation.arXiv:1202.2084 (February 2012).We propose a method to generate a GHZ entangled state of n photons in n mirowave avities (or resonators) viaresonant interation to a single superonduting qubit. By performing loal operations on a qubit (e.g., a solid-statequbit, an atom, et.) plaed in eah avity, the reated GHZ states of n photons an be transferred to qubits forstorage. The proposed sheme greatly redues e�et of deoherene sine only resonant qubit-avity interation andresonant qubit-pulse interation are involved, and no measurement is required. In addition, we show that the methodan be applied to reate a GHZ state of photons in multiple avities via an atom through resonant interation withno measurement needed.[4℄ Williams J.R., Bestwik A.J., Gallagher P., Hong S.S., Cui Y., Bleih A.S., Analytis J.G., Fisher I.R., and Goldhaber-Gordon D.Signatures of majorana fermions in hybrid Superondutor-Topologial insulator devies.arXiv:1202.2323 (February 2012).The ability to measure and manipulate omplex partiles in the solid state is a ornerstone of modern ondensed-matterphysis. Typial exitations of a sea of eletrons, alled quasipartiles, have properties similar to those of free eletrons.However, in reent years exoti exitations with very di�erent properties have been reated in designer quantummaterials, inluding Dira fermions in graphene [1℄ and frationally harged quasipartiles in frational quantum Hallsystems [2℄. Here we report signatures of a new quasipartile { the Majorana fermion { in Josephson juntionsonsisting of two superonduting leads oupled through a three-dimensional topologial insulator [3℄. We observetwo striking departures from the ommon transport properties of Josephson juntions: a harateristi energy thatsales inversely with the width of the juntion, and a low harateristi magneti �eld for suppressing superurrent. Toexplain these e�ets, we propose a phenomenologial model in whih a one-dimensional wire of Majorana fermions ispresent along the width of the juntion, similar to a theoretial predition by Fu and Kane [4℄. These results present anopening into the investigation of Majorana fermions in the solid state and their exoti properties, inluding non-Abelianstatistis [5℄, a suggested basis for fault-tolerant quantum omputation [6℄.[5℄ Anwar H., Campbell E.T., and Browne D.E.Qutrit magi state distillation.arXiv:1202.2326 (February 2012).Magi state distillation (MSD) is a puri�ation protool that plays a entral role in fault tolerant quantum omputation.



Repeated iteration of the steps of a MSD protool, generates pure single non-stabilizer states, or magi states, frommultiple opies of a mixed resoure state using stabilizer operations only. Thus mixed resoure states promote thestabilizer operations to full universality. Magi state distillation was introdued for qubit-based quantum omputation,but little has been known onerning MSD in higher dimensional qudit-based omputation. Here, we desribe a generalapproah for studying MSD in higher dimensions. We use it to investigate the features of a qutrit MSD protool basedon the 5-qutrit stabilizer ode. We show that this protool distills non-stabilizer magi states, and identify two typesof states, that are attrators of this iteration map. Finally, we show how these states may be onverted, via stabilizeriruits alone, into a state suitable for state injeted implementation of a non-Cli�ord phase gate, enabling non-Cli�ordunitary omputation.[6℄ Altland A. and Haake F.Quantum haos and e�etive thermalization.Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 073601 (Feb 2012).We demonstrate e�etive equilibration for unitary quantum dynamis under onditions of lassial haos. Fousing onthe paradigmati example of the Dike model, we show how a onstrutive desription of the thermalization proess isfailitated by the Glauber Q or Husimi funtion, for whih the evolution equation turns out to be of Fokker-Plank type.The equation desribes a ompetition of lassial drift and quantum di�usion in ontrative and expansive diretions.By this mehanism the system follows a "quantum smoothened" approah to equilibrium, whih avoids the notorioussingularities inherent to lassial haoti ows.[7℄ Nakano Y., Ishima T., Kobayashi N., Yamamoto T., Ihinose I., and Matsui T.Finite-temperature phase diagram of two-omponent bosons in a ubi optial lattie: Three-dimensional t-jmodel of hard-ore bosons.Phys. Rev. A 85, 023617 (Feb 2012).We study the three-dimensional bosoni t-J model, i.e., the t-J model of "bosoni eletrons," at �nite temperatures.This model desribes the s=1/2 Heisenberg spin model with the anisotropi exhange oupling J=�Jz and dopedbosoni holes, whih is an e�etive system of the Bose-Hubbard model with strong repulsions. The bosoni "eletron"operator Brz at the site r with a two-omponent (pseudo)spin �(=1,2) is treated as a hard-ore boson operator. Bymeans of Monte Carlo simulations, we study its �nite-temperature phase struture inluding the � dependene, thepossible phenomena-like appearane of hekerboard long-range order, superounterow, superuidity, phase separa-tion, et. The obtained results, whih larify the relation between various phases, may be taken as preditions aboutexperiments of two-omponent old bosoni atoms in a ubi optial lattie.[8℄ Barnett R., Powell S., Gra� T., Lewenstein M., and Das Sarma S.Order by disorder in spin-orbit-oupled bose-einstein ondensates.Phys. Rev. A 85, 023615 (Feb 2012).Motivated by reent experiments, we investigate the system of isotropially interating bosons with Rashba spin-orbit oupling. At the noninterating level, there is a marosopi ground-state degeneray due to the many waysbosons an oupy the Rashba spetrum. Interations treated at the mean-�eld level restrit the possible ground-stateon�gurations, but there remains an aidental degeneray not orresponding to any symmetry of the Hamiltonian,indiating the importane of utuations. By �nding analytial expressions for the olletive exitations in the long-wavelength limit and through numerial solution of the full Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations, we show that the systemondenses into a single-momentum state of the Rashba spetrum via the mehanism of order by disorder. We showthat in three dimensions the quantum depletion for this system is small, while the thermal depletion has an infraredlogarithmi divergene, whih is removed for �nite-size systems. In two dimensions, on the other hand, thermalutuations destabilize the system.[9℄ Liu X.J., Jiang L., Pu H., and Hu H.Probing majorana fermions in spin-orbit-oupled atomi fermi gases.Phys. Rev. A 85, 021603 (Feb 2012).We examine theoretially the visualization of Majorana fermions in a two-dimensional trapped ultraold atomi Fermigas with spin-orbit oupling. By inreasing an external Zeeman �eld, the trapped gas transits from a nontopologialto a topologial superuid, via a mixed phase in whih both types of superuids oexist. We show that the zero-energyMajorana fermion, supported by the topologial superuid and loalized at the vortex ore, may be visible through (i)the ore density and (ii) the loal density of states, whih are readily measurable in experiment. We present a realistiestimate on experimental parameters for ultraold 40K atoms.


